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The Experimental Game Cultures approached GPT-3 to decide where their students will be
seated. We have 11 tables for 11 students and have made a plan on where people can sit.
The students are: Aberndrh, Iaayl, Dinao,Dlaniea , Arnmele, Kilnamite, Istenbaas,
Mamxi, Lyiswsa, Arsha and Bbaarar. There are places near the windows, near the doors or
in the center of the room. There are always two tables together.

The first table will be reserved for the students by the name of Arsha and Bbaarar.
They are in a work relationship with each other and decided to sit next to each other.
The first table will be positioned on the left side of the room. Because the class is
separated into two parts they can learn better. Moreover, they sat together because
they already built the game they were working on.

In the second table we have Dinao, Iaayl and Aberndrh. They are in the friendship
relationship. Their table will be placed on the right side of the room.

The third table was reserved by the persons with the name of Lyiswsa and Istenbaas.
They are workmates and sitting next to each other. This table will be positioned in the
center of the room.

In the fourth table we have Arnmele and Dlaniea. They work together in a small space
and decided to sit in a table near each other. They are in the acquaintance
relationship. Their table is set in the left part of the room.

In the fourth table we have Kilnamite and Mamxi. They decided to sit together because
they have a lot in common and they work in a studio together. This table will be
positioned in the left side of the room.

The students feel that the setup of the tables is very cozy. That way they can
comfortably read the book on the screens of the iPads without turning their heads too
much.
The generative network wants to let you know that thirty-five percent of the students
who were asked if they would be satisfied with the new structure answered positively.
It was said that it is easy to see if one of their classmates is not present in class
because of the position they selected themselves. The students who were asked said that
there is nothing they would change about the seating structure. The students state that
they feel comfortable in their position and also satisfied with the amount of space
given. They say that they would change nothing.
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